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UX is critical to your success (and is a Pega differentiator)



We all are constantly 
reimagining and re-architecting
the way we do things. 







UI-first



1. Create interfaces
2. Add meaning to interfaces
3. Rinse & repeat…

vs

1. 2. 3. 4. Outcome!

“Center-Out”“UI-first”

1. Create the process / journey
2. Point to prescribed interface 
3. Get work done! 



Prescribed presentationFlexible orchestration



Traditional architecture (“section-based UI”)

Generated UI Runtime 
orchestration

Pega Dev Studio 
(section building)

DEVICESERVER



New “Constellation” architecture

REST DX API

Pega App Studio 
(app modeling)

DEVICESERVER

Generated UIRuntime 
orchestration



Pega UX systems: a brief history



π π CIP on Cosmos



New architecture:
2/3 reduction in 
development time
Converting Pega Customer Service to Cosmos React



















A paradigm shift: 
‘customization’ to 
‘configuration’



Highlighted fields 

Fields 



An extendible architecture

REST DX API

Pega App Studio 
(app modeling)

DEVICESERVER

Generated UIRuntime 
orchestration

Cosmos

Runtime 
orchestration

Your website





Cosmos for your end-customers 
Center-Out authoring expands your options



Cosmos for your end-customers 
Center-Out authoring expands your options



“The amount of effort to go to new countries, new front-ends, etc, 
is much better — things are much faster.”

—Lex Ruijter Global Pega Application Manager @LeasePlan

“It’s not just the front end, but also designing the RIGHT way. The 
big advantage [of Cosmos React] is it will force [builders] to do the 
design job right. It will be easier to move to customer self-service 
[eventually], build customer-facing environments.”

—Vineeth Kichilu, AVP — Technology, Pega Partner @Aaseya IT Services
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